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  Portable Vacuum System     Vacuum Heads, Hoses 

             And Poles 
This swimming pool portable 

vacuum filter uses a 1HP,           VACUUM HEADS 
110 VAC, Sta-Rite Dyna-Max   All of our vacuum heads  
pump to move approximately   are equipped with a rugged 
5400 gallons of water per hour   polyethylene housing with  
through a 155 square foot   enclosed weights.  Solid   
Harmsco stainless steel    adjustable molded wheels   
cartridge filter.  Also available and a snap adapt handle make this 
as gas powered if an outlet is  vacuum head easy to maneuver around  
not available. your pool floor. 

 
      Automatic Vacuums   VACUUM HOSE 
   A high quality spiral 
   wound construction, 

JET MAX & JET MAX JR   and a swivel cuff on the  
The JetMAX automatic   end makes this hose the perfect 
pool vacuum features   choice to pair up with your vacuum head.   
a unique onboard    Comes in 1 ½” or 2” connection size and in 
pump and filter design    25ft or 50ft lengths. 
making it the only  

automatic vacuum that      TELESCOPIC POLES 
works without manual labour,     When it comes to vacuuming your pool  
hoses, pool side pumps, hoist, drive motors and  you should always take into account the 
other costly wear and tear components.     size of the pool floor.  With our 
     telescopic poles we make it easy.   

           AQUAMAX     With two sizes always in stock 
    The Aquamax is the standard in commercial       8ft-16ft and 11ft-22ft there is  

pool cleaners.  The                                      
Aquamax provides full   

pool coverage, including                         THE SPA WAND 
Walls!  Different models                This handy little vacuum allows you 
Are available for pools                    to clean your spa or any small body 
Ranging from 5,000 gallons          of water without any hoses or 
to 450,000 gallons.                         suction hookups. 
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LEAF SKIMMER & RAKE 
 
Our Skimmers are made 
with high strength 
aluminum frames and a 
molded ABS frame and 
Net.  
 
 

The Leaf Rakes exhibit the 
same sturdy frame with a 
deep net to clean those 
troublesome pools.   
 
Both options come with a 
Snap-Adapt Handle to 
easily connect to almost 
any pole. 

 
 

WALL BRUSHES 
 

Moulded 6” Algae Brush, 
metal backed with 
stainless steel bristles.  
Use this brush to clean 
up the algae stains left 
over the winter. 
 
 
 

Our standard wall 
brushes are a 
Moulded 18” Brush 
with a metal backing 
and nylon bristles.  If 
you require a 

 
 
This moulded back 
brush with a 
wooden handle is a 
must have 
whenever you are 
acid washing a pool.  
If you have been 
using anything else 
then you’re missing out so get yourself one 
today!   
 
 

LEAF TRAPS & VAC PLATES 
 
Ever tried to vacuum the floor of a pool 
covered with leaves and had to run to the 
mechanical room to empty the strainer?  Well 
no more! 
 
With our vacuum plates it’s as easy as taking 
off the skimmer lid on deck to clean out the 
basket.  The plate fits into the rim of the 
skimmer creating  enough suction to vacuum 

the pool and still keep the 
skimmer basket in! 
 
 
 

 
If we can’t find a vacuum 
plate to fit your skimmer 
try a leaf trap.  This 
canister connects to your 
vacuum head and collects 
all the leaves while you 
vacuum! 

different brush size  
give us a call 
 
 


